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CAAT National Visiting Committee Report  

 

Date: 23 January 2013  

Members Present:   

 Marcia Black-Watson, Energy Market Talent Director, Workforce Development Agency, State 

of Michigan 

 Deborah M. Dawson, P.E., Director, School of Computer, Electrical, Energy & Survey Systems, 

Ferris State University 

 Kristin Dziczek, Director and Assistant Research Director, Center for Automotive Research 

[NVC Chairperson] 

 Monica Pfarr, Principal Investigator, Weld-Ed, national Center for Welding Education and 

Training, Lorrain County Community College (CAAT NVC Member) 

 CAAT Staff Present:  

 Bob Feldmaier, Co-Principal Investigator, Director, CAAT, Macomb Community College 

 Douglas Fertuck, Assistant Director, CAAT, Macomb Community College 

 Sharon Griffith, Program Manager, CAAT, Macomb Community College (via phone) 

 Dr. Y. Gene Liao, D. Eng., Co-Principal Investigator, CAAT, Associate Professor, Division of 

Engineering Technology, Wayne State University  

 Joseph Petrosky, Principal Investigator, CAAT, Dean, Engineering & Advanced Technology, 

Macomb Community College 

 Dr. James Sawyer, Vice President and Provost, Learning Unit, Macomb Community College 

 Dr. C.P. Yeh, Ph.D., Co-Principal Investigator, Director, Chair, Division of Engineering 

Technology, Wayne State University 

Others Present:  

 Dr. Jim Jacobs, President, Macomb Community College 

 Bob Stevens, Macomb Community College 

 Sarah Schroeder, Macomb Community College 

 Dr. Eboni Zamani-Gallaher, Associate Professor and Coordinator, Graduate Certificate Program 

in Community College Leadership, Eastern Michigan University (CAAT Evaluator) 

 Dr. Debra D. Bragg, Professor, Department of Educational Organization and Leadership, 

College of Education, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (CAAT Evaluator) 

 Gerhard Salinger, Program Officer, National Science Foundation (via phone) 

Others Not in Attendance:  

 Michelle Fox, D. Phil., Chief Strategist, Education and Workforce Development, Office of Energy 

Efficiency and Renewable Energy, U.S. Department of Energy 

Location: Macomb Community College, Warren, MI  
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Introduction:  

The Center for Advanced Automotive Technology (CAAT) National Visiting Committee (NVC) 

met on Wednesday, 23 January 2013. CAAT leadership provided the NVC with information and 

data to assess the current status of this NSF ATE Center. This report reviews the CAAT’s stated 

goals and strategies, the Center’s activities during the past year, and the NVC’s observations and 

recommendations for the CAAT team and NSF.  

CAAT Strategy:  

The stated purpose of the CAAT is to: “Advance the preparation of skilled technicians for 

automotive industry jobs now developing and producing more fuel efficient, environmentally friendly 

vehicles.” The Center currently focuses on technologies including: hybrid electric (HEV), plug-

in/extended range electric (PEV) and electric vehicles (EV); alternative fuel vehicles including those 

running on advanced clean diesel, compressed natural gas (CNG), and liquefied petroleum gas 

(LPG); and fuel cell vehicles (FCV). The NVC acknowledges that educating and training technicians 

to work in these—and other—new and emerging vehicle technology areas is a critical automotive 

industry need. 

Briefly, the CAAT lists the following as its goals and objectives: 

1. Generate an advanced automotive technology learning environment. 

2. Increase awareness and understanding of advanced automotive technologies. 

3. Engage regional institutions and businesses in collaborative activities. 

4. Institute an Advanced Automotive Technology website for curriculum dissemination. 

5. Create an effective sustainability plan. 

The NVC believes that the CAAT’s goals are both comprehensive and critical to addressing 

identified industry and workforce needs. The NVC strongly supports the CAAT’s seed funding 

model, as this creates ownership in the Center’s work; provides a mechanism for other institutions 

to invest in the resources developed; efficiently builds system capacity; helps to meet industry needs 

in a more strategic, creative, and comprehensive manner; and expands the overall reach of the 

CAAT.  

CAAT Year 2 Accomplishments and NVC Observations: 

The CAAT has implemented a vast majority of what it set out to accomplish in Year 2, and there is 

strong evidence that the goals of the project are being achieved. 

Goal 1: Generate an advanced automotive technology learning environment 

Through its seed funding grants to six other colleges and universities, and faculty professional 

development initiatives, the CAAT is building out an automotive technology learning environment 

that extends well beyond the campus at Macomb Community College. The CAAT curriculum 

development covers a wide range of electric vehicle technologies, including fueling and the grid, 

components and batteries, integrated vehicles, and vehicle maintenance and repair. The College’s 

partnership with Wayne State University allows students to connect their K-12 education to 

programs at Macomb and Wayne State. There is an effort to expand the articulation agreements to 
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other community colleges in the region. Macomb is also successfully leveraging this NSF grant with 

a number of past and current grants related to electric vehicle technology at the College, which 

helps make the CAAT’s work more robust.  

Goal 2: Increase awareness and understanding of advanced automotive technologies. 

The CAAT has been very creative in public outreach to increase awareness and understanding of 

advanced automotive technologies, and has reached a large number of students and members of the 

general public. The CAAT has sponsored hands-on activities for high school students, STEM 

summer camps for grades K-8, conducted EV safety training for first responders, presented at 

industry and education events, and even sponsored a viewing of the movie “Revenge of the Electric 

Car” with a panel discussion to reach different segments of the population.  

Goal 3: Engage regional institutions and businesses in collaborative activities. 

CAAT Leadership and Staff have built extensive networks in Southeast Michigan’s automotive 

community, including a very close collaborative relationship with the State of Michigan’s cluster 

initiative, the Michigan Academy for Green Mobility Alliance (MAGMA). The CAAT works with all 

of the major players in automotive workforce development in the region, including the automakers 

and upper-tier suppliers. Wayne State engages employers through advisory committee activities, 

and uses these connections to coordinate internship and student research project opportunities. 

Goal 4: Institute an Advanced Automotive Technology website for curriculum 

dissemination. 

The CAAT’s website and resource library were launched in October 2012, after some delay. The 

website is a vast improvement over the previous temporary site, and effectively promotes the 

CAAT, its seed grants, partners, events, and industry knowledge. The library offers courses and 

curricula for secondary and post-secondary education on automotive technology, and is a living 

repository where educators and industry professionals can add resources, as well. The website is 

ADA compliant, and adheres to the storage and retrieval protocols of the National Science Digital 

Library and the Applied Math and Science Education Repository.  

Goal 5: Create an effective sustainability plan. 

The CAAT is fortunate to have a capable and involved evaluation team to help guide the Center’s 

efforts thus far, and plot a course toward sustainability. CAAT leadership are currently exploring 

expansion into new areas of automotive technology—including mass reduction and smart and 

connected transportation systems—that will continue to build out a comprehensive catalog of 

curricula and other resources for automotive programs at the secondary and post-secondary level. 

The sustainability plan is not yet complete.  

NVC Year 2 Recommendations for the CAAT: 

Industry relevance is a key measure of the CAAT’s success, and the NVC encourages the CAAT to 

continue to solicit and incorporate industry input on curriculum development, and to expand direct 

industry connections to a more strategic level—especially as the CAAT seeks to expand its focus 

beyond alternative powertrain technologies into other developing technology areas including 

advanced safety, connectivity, and light weighting. Existing industry contacts include a deep 
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relationship with MAGMA, which is a direct avenue for connecting with employers and forecasting 

future skill needs; an affiliation with the Center for Automotive Research helps the CAAT stay 

abreast of future industry trends, and to respond to broad industry needs. The CAAT also 

maintains affiliations and partnerships with the National Alternative Fuels Training Consortium, the 

Workforce Intelligence Network (southeast Michigan), the Design and Manufacturing Alliance 

(Michigan-based), and has co-sponsored events with the Society of Automotive Engineers. A 

number of additional organizations must be engaged to support the expanded mission. 

The NVC recognizes the CAAT’s progress toward achieving positive employment outcomes for 

participants, and encourages the Center to network with Macomb’s and the seed grant institutions’ 

career planning/placement offices to educate and inform career advisors on the CAAT’s offerings, 

and to gather feedback from CAAT participants’ employers that can be used to inform 

improvements to program content and offerings. The NVC encourages a continued focus on 

developing students’ employment and placement opportunities.  

The CAAT is developing strong partnerships with other educational providers, and the committee 

continues to be impressed by how effectively the CAAT leverages its meager resources. While 

some of the seed grant institutions are located outside of Michigan, much of the Center’s outreach 

has been focused on Michigan-based institutions. Michigan is the heart of the domestic automotive 

industry (with the greatest density of automotive and supplier headquarters, manufacturing, and 

research and technical centers in North America), the NVC suggests a broader outreach and 

dissemination strategy to other automotive institutions and communities that may be able to benefit 

from the Center’s work.  

The evaluation team assists CAAT leadership and staff in project tracking, measuring outcomes, and 

capturing activities taking place at the seed grants partners’ institutions. The evaluators have 

developed an activity/program/organizational level model to assess the CAAT’s progress, and the 

evaluation shows that the organization’s strategies are effective: students are benefiting from the 

Center’s activities, educators are engaged in collaboration, industry is involved in guiding the 

Centers’ work, and the curriculum resources are being developed and disseminated. 

The Center’s strategy has been to hire recent automotive retirees to lead the center. The 

transition to the new director was incredibly smooth transition, and the new very capable director 

has continued to provide the Center with access to a high level of industry knowledge. These 

recently-retired individuals bring with them broad networks of their own personal industry 

connections, however, the reliance on a “recent retiree leadership model” means that the Center 

must plan for the leadership to transition every few years—as the Director will understandably 

seek to fully retire at some point. The NVC would like to see the CAAT leverage these personal 

industry relationships into institutional support for the Center, so that each successive director will 

add their network to a strong existing base of industry contacts and CAAT stakeholders. Three 

staff positions (Assistant Director, Program Manager, and Webmaster) were open at the time of 

the CAAT’s presentation to the NVC. The NVC encourages the Center to fill its open staff 

positions quickly to stay on schedule toward accomplishing Year 3 goals.   
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Our recommendations are as follows: 

Area NVC Assessment/Recommendations 

Mission/vision/goals  Needs only minor revisions—NVC would like 

to see an articulation of the Center’s intended 

expansion into new automotive technology 

areas. 

Staffing and project management plan, including 

financial planning and reporting  

The NVC encourages the CAAT to plan for a 

revolving directorship. Open positions must be 

filled to stay on track with the Center’s stated 

goals and objectives.  

Institutional support  Very strong. 

Business/industry and other partnerships Very strong partnering.  

Main project activities or subprojects including 

curriculum and/or course materials  

Work is proceeding according to plan. 

Documented worker or education demand and 

current supply/participant recruitment  

This area requires attention as the CAAT seeks 

to expand into new automotive technology 

areas. Industry needs are dynamic, and are 

considerably different in powertrain, mass 

reduction, and smart and connected 

transportation. New industry advisors may be 

required, and new relationships will have to be 

developed.  

Faculty recruitment/development, retention and 

professional development training  

Exemplary—the NVC commends the CAAT in 

this area. 

Publicity/website, newsletter, media 

coverage/Dissemination 

The NVC is pleased with the execution of the 

CAAT website and resource library. The 

Committee continues to encourage the CAAT 

to seek broader dissemination of the program 

through mass and social media outlets, especially 

in conjunction with seed-grant recipient 

organizations..  

Overall evaluation of project  Excellent progress. 

 

Conclusion: 

The CAAT at Macomb Community College continues to deliver through its unique approach to 

addressing critical automotive industry needs for technicians in pre-production, production and 

post-production environments. The NVC strongly supports the Center’s intent to expand its 

mission beyond powertrain technologies, which will require many new relationships and 

development of a wider array of expertise in the coming year. The NVC continues to believe that 

the CAAT’s seed funding approach has the potential to produce a much broader impact in 

preparing students to meet critical industry needs than otherwise would be the case. The NVC 

continues to stress that the Center and the NSF must find ways to document this extended reach 

and impact.  
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The NVC commends the CAAT on a very strong second year, and is encouraged by the progress in 

planning for Center growth and sustainability.  

Respectfully submitted,  

 

Kristin Dziczek, CAAT NVC Chair 

Director, Labor and Industry Group 

Center for Automotive Research 

3005 Boardwalk, Suite 200 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

Phone: 734-929-0469 

Fax: 734-662-5736 

e-mail: kdz@cargroup.org  
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